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Urban Scene LOD Vectorized Modeling From
Photogrammetry Meshes
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and Shuhan Shen , Member, IEEE

Abstract— Urban scene modeling is a challenging task for
the photogrammetry and computer vision community due to its
large scale, structural complexity, and topological delicacy. This
paper presents an efficient multistep modeling framework for
large-scale urban scenes from aerial images. It takes aerial images
and a textured 3D mesh model generated by an image-based
modeling system as the input and outputs compact polygon
models with semantics at different levels of detail (LODs).
Based on the key observation that urban buildings usually
have piecewise planar rooftops and vertical walls, we propose a
segment-based modeling method, which consists of three major
stages: scene segmentation, roof contour extraction, and building
modeling. By combining the deep neural network predictions
with geometric constraints of the 3D mesh, the scene is first
segmented into three classes. Then, for each building mesh, the 2D
line segments are detected and used to slice the ground into
polygon cells, followed by assigning each cell a roof plane via
a MRF optimization. Finally, the LOD model is obtained by
extruding cells to their corresponding planes. Compared with
direct modeling in 3D space, we transform the mesh into a
uniform 2D image grid representation and most of the modeling
work is performed in 2D space, which has the advantages of low
computational complexity and high robustness. In addition, our
method doesn’t require any global prior, such as the Manhattan
or Atlanta world assumption, making it flexible to model scenes
with different characteristics and complexity. Experiments on
both single buildings and large-scale urban scenes demonstrate
that by combining 2D photometric with 3D geometric informa-
tion, the proposed algorithm is robust and efficient in urban
scene LOD vectorized modeling compared with the state-of-the-
art approaches.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MODELING large-scale 3D urban scenes has received
much attention due to its considerable potential in

many applications, such as urban planning, navigation, virtual
reality, and tourism, in recent years. Compared with other
reconstruction tasks, 3D urban reconstruction focuses more
on obtaining the high-level semantics (e.g., road, building)
and structural information (e.g., roof, wall) of the scene with
the ability to process a large quantity of data. Although there
are some commercial software programs such as Pix4D [1]
and ContexCapture [2] and open-sourced systems such as
COLMAP [3], [4] and OpenMVS [5] that can generate faithful
large-scale meshes with realistic textures, these dense triangle
mesh outputs are too heavy for rendering or transferring and
lack the understanding of 3D scenes, which is not the best
method for city representations.

To date, many reconstruction methods have been proposed,
and two main data sources have been used. Aerial LiDAR was
first used in the city-scale modeling [6]–[8]. The generated
point cloud is dense, high-precision and basically contains
only geometric information. However, LiDAR usually requires
high device costs, and it is difficult to obtain points on facades
due to the height of the flight. Recently, with developments
in the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) industry and image-
based 3D reconstruction algorithms [9]–[11], aerial images
obtained by five-lens oblique photography or single-lens multi-
view swing have been widely used in urban modeling. And the
3D modeling (including geometry and texture) from this type
of aerial imagery has become a relatively mature technology.
Compared with LiDAR point clouds, aerial images have the
advantages of high resolution, low acquisition cost, and high
acquisition efficiency. However, the generated 3D texture mesh
model is a very redundant 3D representation and does not
contain any high-level semantic and structural information,
stopping them from being directly integrated into modern
geographic information systems, where most of the elements
are represented in the form of vectorized models. Therefore,
there is rising attention to transforming 3D mesh models into
compact semantics and vectorized models [12]–[19].

The levels of detail (LODs) are important characteristics
in a 3D city model. LODs conforming to the international
standard CityGML [20] provides different levels of abstraction
by increasing refinement. In this paper, we focus on the prob-
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Fig. 1. Basic semantics and LOD abstractions defined in CityGML [18], [20].
From left to right are LODs from 0 to 3 with increasing details: LOD1 is
the LOD0 footprint rising to the average height, LOD2 models the roof
top shapes and LOD3 is decorated with superstructures. Semantics are color
coded: ground in brown, facade in light yellow, and roof top in blue.

lem of transforming redundant image-based photogrammetry
meshes into compact models with semantics and LODs. Some
mesh simplification and approximation algorithms [21], [22]
can generate models of different complexity, but they tend
to ignore the semantic abstraction of the object, which is
important information in urban modeling. Fig. 1 is an example
of CityGML LODs with semantics.

The proposed framework takes calibrated aerial images and
textured photogrammetry meshes of urban scenes as the input
and outputs simplified models with CityGML semantics and
LODs. By taking advantage of the characteristics of planar
roofs and vertical wall of urban buildings, we view the mod-
eling as a roof plane labeling problem. Specifically, the urban
scene is first segmented into three classes: ground, vegetation
and building. Then, for each building, various segments con-
touring the roof patches are detected and stacked to slice the
ground plane into smaller polygon cells. By defining a Markov
random field (MRF) on the dual graph of the cells, each poly-
gon cell is assigned a roof plane, detected by RANSAC [23].
Extruding the polygon cells to their corresponding roof planes
gives the final model at different LODs.

Combining both 2D appearance and 3D geometry cues
into a uniform framework, this work is an extension of our
previous work [18] and is applicable to more general and
complex urban scenes while remaining robust and fast. The
main contributions and the upgrades of technique and content
include the following:

- Propose a well-functioning multistep pipeline to generate
large urban LOD models from photogrammetry meshes.

- Develop a novel segment-based roof shape labeling
method to model 3D buildings, which could be performed
mostly in 2D space.

- Get rid of the Manhattan or Atlanta world assumption by
defining the directional normal variation intensity maps
adaptively according to the discovered roof planes to
detect richer segments, especially ridge lines.

- Construct an efficient local-graph-based segment regular-
ization module, taking all the collinearity, parallelism and
orthogonality of the scene into consideration without any
global prior, making the method more flexible.

- Use a convolutional neural network (CNN) following the
active learning scheme for better scene segmentation.

- Validate the method on various datasets with dif-
ferent characteristics, demonstrating the effectiveness
of the proposed method over other state-of-the-art
methods.

II. RELATED WORK

LOD modeling of urban scenes tends to focus on high-level
semantic information, in which buildings are often the most
concerned. In this field, most of the related work has adopted
the workflow of segmenting the building first and then per-
forming modeling of buildings separately [16], [18], [24].
Therefore, in this section we mainly focus on three research
areas that are closely related to our work, including scene
segmentation, surface decimation and vectorized modeling.

Scene Segmentation: Generally, there are two main methods
for achieving the 3D model segmentation.

Lots of work uses machine learning methods to obtain
segmentation based on geometric features or constraints [16],
[18], [25]–[27]. Verdie et al. [16] classified the mesh by
constructing a MRF on the superfacet graph combin-
ing the elevation, planarity and horizontality information.
Rouhani et al. [27] added photometric features from texture
and used a random forest to compute the MRF pairwise
potentials. Because of the irregular form of the texture map,
it is hard to apply modern deep learning-based perception
algorithm directly. Zhu et al. [18] used the traditional boosting
algorithm to predict the tree probability. The intermediate tree
probability was combined with the height property via a MRF
to give the final prediction of semantic labels.

With the rapid development of deep learning, a large number
of neural network-based segmentation methods have made
great progress [28]–[31]. There is a large urban classification
dataset with over four billion manually labeled 3D points [32].
In mesh segmentation, Huang et al. [33] utilized a 4-rotational
symmetric field to learn surface features and significantly
improved the semantic segmentation of 3D surfaces with color.
Hanocka et al. [34] focused on the edges of the mesh and
proposed specialized convolution and pooling layers using
geodesic connections of edges. This is a general method that
can be applied in mesh segmentation and classification. The
above methods designed directly for 3D objects may obtain
excellent outputs, however, they tend to rely on enough and
good training for generalization, which inevitably requires
considerable annotated data. Different from direct segmen-
tation on 3D objects, Zhou et al. [35] proposed an active
learning method, using the geometric relationship between 2D
images and 3D mesh to dramatically mitigate the problem of
annotation amounts.

Surface decimation: In the field of computer graphics, LODs
usually focus on the number of triangles and are essentially
geometric error driven [21], [22], [36]. The mesh approxi-
mation algorithm [22] attempted to partition the mesh with
a L2,1 metric into several parts and approximated the shape
with planar proxies. The mesh simplification methods [21],
[36] pinched two vertices of an edge into one with minimum
displacement iteratively to decimate the number of vertexes.
Although the aforementioned methods [21], [22], [36] can
generate models of various complexity with different para-
meters, none of them is aware of the higher-level semantics
or regularity presented in the scene.

Vectorized Modeling: Instead of mainly addressing the
faces of the dense mesh, much work focuses on directly
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generating compact polygonal surface representations and
using them to express LODs further. Three categories
of vectorized modeling methods have been proposed
recently.

Bounding box slicing and selection [14], [16], [24], [37],
[38] is a common strategy. Both [14], [16] sliced the building
bounding space into 3D convex polyhedra with planes and
treat the modeling problem as a binary inside/outside labeling
problem. Finally, the building model can be obtained by
merging the inside polyhedra. Compared with [14], [16] was
restricted to the Manhattan scene. Different from the volume
selection approach, Nan and Wonka [37] selected a set of
faces of the polyhedra belonging to the building hull by linear
programming and used them to assemble the model. This
method is robust to some defect-laden data while slicing all
primitives into volume elements often leads to unreasonable
timing and memory consumption. Later, Fang and Lafarge [38]
alleviated this problem with a hybrid method by first fixing
structurally valid surface components and then slicing the
object box in a spatially adaptive way. Similarly, Bauchet
and Lafarge [24] designed a kinetic data structure, which
could make shapes grow until collision occurred. This idea
greatly decreases redundant data generation and produces a
light partition. However, most of the above methods process
data mainly in 3D space, which is more complicated compared
with that in 2D space.

Contour extrusion is another category [15], [17], [18],
[39]. Li et al. [15] simplified the roof patch boundaries
and generated the model by lifting the boundary poly-
gons to the roof planes. Similarly, by treating the build-
ing as 2.5D data, Zhu et al. [18] used segments to sketch
the roof patch contours and labeled the patches with roof
planes. Kelly et al. [39] detected the extrusion profiles of
the footprint and generated models with a dedicated pro-
cedural extrusion algorithm [40]. Although the generated
model is visually pleasing, the required input of street-level
imagery, GIS footprint and MVS meshes are rarely available.
By extending [21] with an error metric designed for the urban
scene, Zhu et al. [17] modeled the building contour with
regularity.

It is the latest trend to use deep learning in urban vec-
torized modeling in recent years. Zeng et al. [41] inferred a
sequence of procedural modeling shape grammar rules with a
neural network and reconstructed CAD-quality models from
3D points. However, the grammar is limited and restricted
to a small set of residential buildings. Girard et al. [42] used
a frame field to improve the image segmentation perfor-
mance and introduced a new polygonization algorithm to
regularize and simplify the shape of objects, obtaining concise
LOD0 buildings. Tripodi et al. [43] computed a digital surface
model (DSM) to complete height computation and used U-net
to extract building rooftops. Mahmud et al. [44] proposed a
multitask, multifeature and learning-based framework for 3D
building modeling from a single overhead image, utilizing
scene geometry and semantics learning. The last two methods
focus on the precise detection of building footprints and restore
3D models combining them with computed height information,
expressing LOD1 buildings.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Overview

The proposed modeling framework takes calibrated aerial
images and a generated textured 3D mesh from images as the
input, followed by three major stages, as shown in Fig. 2:

- Scene segmentation: By combining 2D image segmen-
tation with 3D geometry information, the scene is seg-
mented with several Segmentation-Fusion-Selection iter-
ations following the active learning scheme.

- Roof contour extraction: The orthographic RGB image,
height map and normal map are sampled from the input
mesh. For each segmented individual building, various
2D line segments are detected from the building mesh
and the above three images, followed by regularization
with local graphs to obtain a clean profile of the roof
contours and slicing the ground plane into polygon cells.

- Building modeling: Based on the dual graph of the
polygon cells, each polygon is assigned a roof plane
detected by RANSAC [23] using a MRF formulation.
Finally, models with LODs are extruded from the labeled
polygon cells to the corresponding planes.

B. Scene Segmentation

In our previous work [18], the boost algorithm [45] was used
to train a strong classifier to obtain the initial segmentation of
urban scenes, followed by MRF labeling to distinguish four
classes of urban objects. In this process, the accuracy of the
boost algorithm [45] is important. However, the number of
weak classifiers is not easy to set, and the imbalance of the
training data may lead to a decrease in classification accuracy.

Recently, with the rapid development of deep learning,
many novel methods have been proposed in the field of
semantic segmentation. Compared with manually designed
features in traditional machine learning algorithms, data-driven
neural networks can extract higher-level abstract features and
improve segmentation performance. In the literature, a large
body of research on 3D segmentation focuses on segmenting
dense point clouds or meshes directly [28], [29], [31], [34].
This strategy tends to face the problem of time and memory
consumption. More importantly, it always requires a large
quantity of annotated training data, which is a labor-intensive
task and inevitably limits the potential of the network, espe-
cially when dealing with large-scale urban scenes.

To obtain a sufficiently accurate segmentation result while
reducing the workload of manually labeling data, which is
what we are concerned about most, we adopt the framework
of [35] in our scene segmentation step, which follows the
active learning scheme. Considering that images of different
scenes may have significantly different viewing angle, scene
distance and ground object characteristics, it is necessary to
fine-tune a pretrained network for each scene individually.
When addressing certain urban scenes, corresponding aerial
images are used to fine-tune the 2D image segmentation
network, and 3D mesh segmentation can be obtained by global
optimization combining the 2D semantic results with the 3D
geometry information. Due to viewing the 3D mesh as a
supervisor when fine-tuning the 2D network, only a small part
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Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed method. There are three major stages in our framework: Scene segmentation, Roof contour extraction and Building
modeling. Different stages are emphasized with blue, green, and red boxes respectively. First, the aerial images and the textured mesh are input into the Scene
segmentation module to obtain the semantic mesh. Then, the textured mesh is input into the Roof contour extraction module with the semantic mesh as a
constraint to obtain the polygon cells and roof planes. Finally, in Building modeling module, the polygon cells are labeled with different roof plane tags by
MRF, followed by merging and extruding all cells to generate the LOD0 to LOD2 vectorized models.

of the aerial images in each scene need to be annotated, greatly
reducing the workload of manual annotation. Specifically,
there are three main steps in the method.

1) 2D Image Semantic Segmentation: Here, we choose
DeepLabv3 [46] pretrained on Cityscapes [47] as the seg-
mentation network, drop the last layer and fine-tune on
several manually annotated images with the three categories
ls = {ground, building, vegetation}. When handling certain
urban scenes, first, few aerial images are selected randomly
and annotated to fine-tune the pretrained network. Then, all
aerial images are input into the fine-tuned network to obtain
a 3-channel prediction d{b,v,g}(pi ) for each image per pixel.
Each channel represents the possibility of a pixel pi belonging
to one of the three categories ls , and the label corresponding
to the maximum possibility is assigned to the pixel category.

2) 2D-3D Semantic Fusion: After 2D image segmentation,
we backproject the label of each pixel onto the 3D scene mesh
using ray intersection and compute the probability of each
facet on mesh belonging to each label by category voting.
Considering that adjacent facets should have the same label,
the principal curvatures and direction vectors of a facet are
used to measure the adjacent similarity of facets, as noted
in [35]. Combining the negative label probability as a data
term with the adjacency value as a smooth term, the MRF is
applied on the 3D mesh to minimize the facet label assignment
energy, and then each facet label can be obtained.

3) Image Selection: The segmentation results on mesh are
more reliable than those on images because the former consid-
ers the fusion of 3D geometry and 2D features. Considering
that iterative processing can enhance the segmentation perfor-
mance, we iterate the above steps. Note that we use semantic
mesh as a supervisor to assist in selecting worthy images
to be trained in the next iteration following the observation
uncertainty and divergence criterion declared in [35], which
makes the method focus more on the poorly segmented part
and effectively reduces the quantity of training data.

The above Segmentation-Fusion-Selection iteration ends
when the difference between two adjacent 3D segmenta-
tion results is less than the threshold. Due to the iterative
fine-tuning of the 2D segmentation network, image selection
criterion and the global optimization of the 3D mesh, this
active learning scheme is robust to some nonideal data. Fig. 3
displays the segmentation results using this scheme on our
CityA dataset.

C. Roof Contour Extraction

As mentioned above, buildings tend to be the most inter-
esting regions in urban modeling. Unlike other works that
reconstruct buildings mainly in 3D space, we take advantage
of the 2.5D characteristic of common urban scenes, transform
the textured mesh into a uniform 2D image grid representation,
and perform the rest of the process mainly in 2D space.
This strategy reduces the dimension of the problem and
enhances the scalability of our pipeline. Specifically, the mesh
is orthogonally sampled from a top-down view with even steps
along the x and y axes, generating three images of RGB, height
and normal values, as shown in Fig. 2.

After obtaining the semantic mesh, each component of
interest can be isolated from the scene. Generally, building
roofs are piecewise planar and their boundaries projected
on the ground are polygons. This inspires us to detect line
segments that outline the roof patches.

1) Shape Detection: Before discovering segments from
images, roof planes are detected first with RANSAC [23] on
the point cloud constructed from the height map by lifting
each pixel to their 3D height. The roof planes are used
to assist segment detection of normal maps and building
modeling. [48] proposed an approach to segment roof facets
based on ridge detection and hierarchical decomposition. How-
ever, this method focuses on LiDAR data and depends on
the performance of RANSAC [23]. Similar to [18], we also
add regularity priors into RANSAC [23]. Instead of using
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Fig. 3. Scene segmentation result on CityA dataset. (a) is the input mesh with texture and one close-up. (b) is the final segmentation result. The labels of
semantic mesh are stable after four iterations in our experiments. buildings, ground and vegetation are distinguished with blue, brown and green respectively.

Fig. 4. Roof shape detection. (a) The Single_buildingA model. (b) Point
cloud from our sampled height map. (c) Detected horizontal and sloped roof
planes in blue and red respectively.

hard Manhattan direction constraints such as [18], we only
distinguish horizontal and sloped roof planes. When a near
horizontal hypothesis plane is proposed, its normal is snapped
to the z-axis. Otherwise, it will not be changed. The hypothesis
plane Pi with unit normal ni is defined as:

Pi =
{

hori zontal, if cos−1(|ni · nz |) ≤ threang

sloped, otherwise
, (1)

where nz is the unit positive z-axis normal and threang

controls the snapping angle. Fig. 4 shows the detection of
two types of roof planes.

2) Segments Detection: With the orthogonal sampling men-
tioned at the beginning of Sec. III-C, each building mesh has
an orthophoto, a normal map and a height map. We utilize
these complementary data sources to detect various edge
segments that outline the roof patch boundaries.

Image Segments: The most straightforward boundary cue
is line segments from the orthophoto. Due to noise and mis-
matches, MVS mesh generation algorithms generally perform
some smoothing operations, making the reconstructed surface
corner rounded, e.g., the red rectangle in Fig. 4(a). Although it
is difficult to locate some edges from geometric data, it can be
easily spotted in the image. Therefore, we use the line segment
detection (LSD) [49] algorithm to detect line segments from
the orthophoto, as illustrated in Fig. 5(h).

Facade Segments: Apart from the visual cues, we also detect
segments from geometry data to alleviate the image detec-
tion loss in weak texture and light color areas. Specifically,
the facade contouring segments are detected with the planar
shape approximation algorithm VSA [21]. A minimum area
(set to 10m2) is used to estimate the number of proxies used
to approximate the building shape. We use the random seeding
to provide a rough and fast mesh segmentation. By projecting
vertical proxies (controlled by the same threang from Eq. 1)

onto the ground, we obtain facade line segments bounding the
roofs, as shown in Fig. 5(g).

Height Map Segments: When the building facade touches a
tree, there is no mesh at the facade. Thus, VSA [21] is unable
to detect any facade segments here. To solve this problem,
we treat the height map as an intensity image and use the same
LSD [49] algorithm to detect height discontinuity segments as
shown in Fig. 5(i).

Normal Map Segments: While height map segments are
evident where a sufficient height difference exists, it cannot
detect the ridge lines where two roof patches meet, e.g.,
Fig. 5(h)(i). In contrast, ridges are quite noticeable in the
normal map as shown in Fig. 5(a). Unfortunately, there is no
clear definition of the gradient of a 3-channel image, and the
result generated by directly applying LSD [49] on the intensity
image derived from the normal map is not good, as shown
in Fig. 5(b). Ideally, normals are invariant within each roof
patch and change where two planes intersect, as depicted
in Fig. 4(a). With this observation, we construct directional
normal variation intensity maps Dnv by computing the dot
products of the normal map N and each roof plane normal Pi

obtained in Sec. III-C.1:

Dnv = {Dnvi | N ∗ Pi , Pi ∈ P}. (2)

where P is the normal set of the detected roof plane. With
Eq. 2, we turn the three-channel normal map N into a set of
single-channel intensity maps. By applying LSD [49] on each
Dnvi map, we can easily identify the ridge lines. Fig. 5(c)-(f)
illustrate four directional normal variation maps and ridge
lines detected from them. In [18], the dot products of the
normal map and two orthogonal facade principle directions are
computed to construct maps where the ridge lines are detected.
Compared with this strategy, our present maps do not require
the Manhattan world assumption, making the method more
general to real-world scenes.

3) Local Graph Regularization: Stacking all detected line
segments together, we can outline the complete contours of
major roof patches, as shown in Fig. 5(k). However, the con-
tours look messy and this section attempts to simplify the
contours and enhance their regularity.

Unlike the global regularization in [18] that all line segments
will be snapped to the orthogonal facade directions, we employ
a graph-based local regularization without any global prior and
construct two local graphs, one for simplification (Fig. 6(b))
and the other for uniformity (Fig. 6(c)). Compared with [18],
this prior-free regularization can handle more complex and
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Fig. 5. Segments detected from different data sources on Single_buildingA. (a) Normal map of the building. (b) Running LSD [49] on (a) by treating it as an
intensity image. (c)-(f) Directional normal variation of 4 roof planes can detect more segments. (g) Detect facade segments by project vertical facade to the
ground as a segment. (h)-(j) Image segments, height map segments, and all normal map segments. (k) All detected segments from (g) to (j) stacked together.
(l) The regularized line segments with our local graph regularization. Two rectangle regions with purple dashed lines in (k) and (l) are enlarged in Fig. 6.

various buildings, greatly enhancing the robustness and gen-
erality of the whole pipeline. Specifically, for simplification,
a graph G = {V, E} is constructed on the segments, where
each vertex vi in V represents a segment. An edge is added to
E when (i) the distance between two segments dist (si , s j ) is
less than thredist , (ii) the angle between two segments is less
than threang . Here, the distance between two segments si and
s j is given by:

dist (si , s j ) = min
P∈si ,Q∈s j

‖P − Q‖. (3)

With the segment graph G, each edge connecting two
segments is defined with a similarity score ei between them:

ei =
∣∣�si · �s j

∣∣
‖si‖‖s j ‖ . (4)

Each time, the edge with the highest similarity score is
collapsed and the two segments represented by the vertexes are
merged into a new segment smerged . The neighboring vertex
set Ni = {sk | {sk, si } ∈ E} are joined:

Nmerged = Ni ∪ N j , (5)

and new edges satisfying the aforementioned distance and
angle conditions are added between smerged and Nmerged .

A point Pmerged on the new smerged is given by:

Pmerged = ‖si‖
‖si‖ + ‖s j ‖mid(si ) + ‖s j ‖

‖si‖ + ‖s j ‖mid(s j ), (6)

where mid(si) is the middle point of a segment si and the
direction of smerged is defined as:

�smerged = �si + �s j

‖�si + �s j‖ . (7)

The source and the target points of smerged are the minimum
and the maximum (lexicographical order) end points of the
projection of si and s j on the line passing through Pmerged

towards �smerged .

Similarly, a local orthogonality graph is constructed to
enforce the perpendicular, parallel and coplanar relations
among the segments. Different from the simplification, an edge
is added to the graph when the angle between two seg-
ments meets the threang . Each segment maintains a local
collinear table, recording the collinear set perpendicular to
it. The regularization is propagated from longer segments to
shorter segments. Specifically, when processing the segment
si , an empty collinear table Ci is created, and other segments
sharing the same edge with it are considered. If these segments
have never been processed, then adjust the segment s j to
s j−new:

�s j−new = per pendicular(�si). (8)

The source and the target points of s j−new are the end points
of the projection of s j on the line passing through mid(s j )
towards �s j−new. After adjusting the segment, we judge the
parallel distance between it and the representative line lr
in each collinear set Cir in Ci . If the distance between
them is less than thredist , segment s j−new is added to the
corresponding collinear set Cir , and the representative line lr
are updated. Otherwise, a new collinear set including segment
s j−new are pushed into Ci . The representative line lr passing
through Pr in collinear set Cir is defined as:

Pr =
∑

sw∈Cir

‖sw‖∑
sk∈Cir

‖sk‖mid(sw). (9)

�lr = per pendicular(�si). (10)

Finally, move the segments along the normal vector of their
representative lines until they are collinear. This regularization
is an effective method for mitigating the negative impact of
missing line segments detection and enhance the model robust-
ness. Fig. 5(l) and Fig. 6 show some results and examples of
our local graph regularization. The threshold thredist is set to
0.3m and threang is set to 15◦ in our experiments.
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Fig. 6. Local graph segment regularization. (a) Input segments with
overlapping and discontinuity. (b) Construct a local segment graph (green
dashed lines). Neighboring segments are merged in ascending order of their
angles (numbers in circles). Two pairs of segments are merged into two
segments (green) in (c). The pair of segments with small angles but large
distances will not be merged. (c) An orthogonal relation graph is constructed
(red lines), and regularized by propagating from longer segments to shorter
segments (numbers in circles). After numbers two and three in circles, the blue
dashed line connects two segments with close parallel distances, and this
connected pair of segments are adjusted to be collinear. (d) The number of
segments is reduced from seven to five with stronger regularity. (e),(g) and
(f),(h) are close-ups in Fig. 5(k) and Fig. 5(l) respectively. The segments are
simplified and regularized after local graph segment regularization.

D. Building Modeling

By properly extending the regularized roof counter segments
in Sec. III-C, the ground plane is sliced into polygon cells,
as shown in Fig. 7(a). In this section, each polygon cell is
assigned a roof plane with a MRF formulation, followed by
extruding it to the corresponding position and acquiring the
building LOD models.

1) MRF Formulation: Specifically, a dual graph Gc =
{Vc, Ec} of the sliced plane is defined on the polygon cells,
where each cell ci is treated as a vertex, and neighboring cells
are connected with edges. Accordingly, the label set lc = {Pi }
is the detected planes in Sec. III-C.1.

In the height map in Sec. III-C, each pixel pi can be treated
as a 3D point p′

i . To measure how well a plane is fitted to the
points in cell ci , each cell ci is defined with a data term:

Dc(lc
i ) =

∑
pk∈ci

‖p′
k, lc

i ‖. (11)

where ‖p′
k, lc

i ‖ is the vertical distance from p′
k to the cor-

responding plane of label lc
i . The pairwise smooth relation

between two adjacent cells ci , c j is weighted by their shared
edge length leni, j :

V c(lc
i , lc

j ) = leni, j · (1 − 3λ0

λ0 + λ1 + λ2
) · 1{lc

i 
=lc
j }, (12)

where λ0 denotes the minimum eigenvalues of the covariance
matrix of points {p′

i |pi ∈ ci ∪ c j } measuring the planarity of
two cells [16]. 1{·} is the characteristic function. With the data
and smooth terms balanced by β, the objective function of a
labeling configuration lc is:

Ec(lc) =
∑
i∈Vc

Dc(lc
i ) + β

∑
{i, j }∈Ec

V c(lc
i , lc

j ). (13)

We use the graph-cut [50], [51] algorithm to solve the above
problem, and β is set to 10 in our experiments.

2) LOD Generation: Given the 2D cells labeled with roof
planes, we first merge neighboring cells with the same roof
planes, as shown in Fig. 7(b). Then, models of LODs can be
constructed by projecting the merged polygon cell vertices to
the corresponding plane, as shown in Fig. 7(c)-(k):

- LOD0: the outer boundary of nonground cells is the
building’s footprint as defined in CityGML.

- LOD1: each cell is extruded to the plane’s averaged
height and the facade are the vertical faces connecting
roof planes.

- LOD2: each cell on the ground plane is extruded to
the corresponding roof planes, and the complete roof
structure in 3D space is constructed.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the proposed framework is tested on both
single buildings and large-scale urban scenes. Both quanti-
tative and qualitative evaluations are conducted. Our mod-
eling framework is implemented in C++ with the CGAL
library [52] and the max-flow library [50], [51]. In the exper-
iments, we used a PC with a 4 cores Intel Xeon CPU clocked
at 3.7GHz and an NVIDIA Titan RTX graphics card, and
the method was run in parallel. Experiments show that the
proposed workflow can generate regular and accurate models
with different LODs comparing to state-of-the-art methods.

A. Datasets

In our method, buildings could be processed in parallel,
and the final reconstruction could be obtained by merging
individual results. To comprehensively evaluate the perfor-
mance of our method, two kinds of datasets are used. First,
in order to evaluate the reconstruction accuracy of our model-
ing method, five single buildings with different characteristics
and complexity named Single_buildingA to Single_buildingE
are segmented from scenes and we manually draw the ground
truth LOD2 model defined by CityGML. Then, we quantita-
tively compare our generated LOD2 model with our previous
work [18] and several other state-of-the-arts [21], [22], [36],
[37] and compare the results with different regularization
parameters. Single_buildingA and Single_buildingE are recon-
structed with the Pix4D mapper [1], and Single_buildingB to
Single_buildingD are reconstructed with openMVG [53] and
openMVS [5]. In addition, in order to verify the scalability
of our method on large-scale datasets, we model two real
urban scenes CityA and CityB, followed by comparing and
analyzing the results qualitatively. CityA is reconstructed from
2817 calibrated images with a resolution of 999 × 1.401. The
input mesh has 3M triangles covering an area of 0.56km2. The
orthogonal sampling step is set to 0.1m. CityB is generated
from 1050 aerial 2, 253 × 1, 500 images. The input mesh has
8.4M triangles covering an area around 1km2. The orthogonal
sampling step is set to 0.15m in the experiment. Detailed
information about the datasets can be seen in Tab. I and Fig. 8.

B. Parameter Selection

There are various parameters that can affect the result, here
we discuss the most used parameters.
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Fig. 7. LOD generation with shape labeling on the polygon cells. (a) Extended regularized segments intersect and slice the plane into polygon cells. (b) Each
polygon is assigned a roof plane detected by RANSAC [23], and colors code different roof planes. (c) LOD0 model of the outer boundary. (d) LOD1 model
with cells extruding to the averaged heights. (e) LOD2 model with cells extruding to the corresponding roof planes. (f), (h) and (j) are LOD1 results of
different views, and (g), (i) and (k) are corresponding LOD2 results.

TABLE I

OVERVIEW OF DIFFERENT DATASETS. DATA COMPLEXITY IS MEASURED

BY THE NUMBER OF TRIANGLES. THE LAST TWO COLUMNS ARE THE

AVERAGE SEGMENTATION TIME IN ONE ITERATION AND MODEL-
ING RUNNING TIME

Fig. 8. Some examples of our datasets. (a) displays the texturless meshes
of Single_buildingB to Single_buildingE, from top to bottom, from left to
right respectively. The mesh of Single_buildingA could be found in Fig. 4.
(b) is the textured mesh of our large scale CityB dataset. The textured mesh
of CityA dataset could be found in Fig. 3.

Sampling Step Size: The sampling step size in Sec. III-C
determines the resolution of the orthophoto and various data
maps. With a smaller step size, the image resolution is higher
and the processing time is longer. A larger sampling step will
have a lower resolution and may result in fewer segments and
models with fewer details. The sampling step is usually set
between 0.1m and 0.2m.

Segment Extraction: The line segment is the key element
in our modeling framework. By changing the scale parameter
in LSD [49], we can control the number of extracted line

segments and the stage of details. A larger scale may result in
excessive unwanted short segments and smaller scale values
will retain mostly the major structure of the scene. In our
experiments, the scale is usually set between 0.6 and 0.8.

Another thing to note is that segments from different data
sources contribute differently to the results. Segments detected
from geometric data, such as normal and depth maps, are
crucial. Segments from images are good complements for
minor details. And facade segments can be helpful when the
building has no overhang or occlusion.

Regularization Distance and Angle: The angle and distance
thresholds described in Sec. III-C.3 also affect the modeling
result. Tab. II lists the effect of different regularization parame-
ters. Higher distances and angle parameters attempt to merge
segments more aggressively, resulting in fewer segments and
a simpler boundary of the model.

Line Segment Extension: The line segments are extended
properly after regularization to slice the plane into polygonal
cells. A larger extension ratio will obtain more cells, increasing
the complexity of the solution. However, there may be some
open polygonal cells when the detection is missing and a
real small extension ratio is chosen, which may result in
incorrect label assignments. Due to our multisource detection,
the obtained line segments are rich and the method can handle
a certain degree of missing data and defects. In addition,
the collinear processing in orthogonal regularization can fur-
ther enhance the robustness to the extension ratio. Fig. 9 shows
an example of this. After aligning segments, their extension
will have a greater probability of meeting each other (Fig. 9(c))
rather than missing (Fig. 9(g)). The line segment extension
ratio is usually set between 2 and 4.

C. Quality Comparison

Three major aspects are considered in evaluating the mod-
eling quality: reconstruction error, model complexity and
regularity. For surface mesh inputs, the LOD generation
problem is commonly treated as a mesh element reduction
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TABLE II

EFFECT OF DIFFERENT REGULARIZATION PARAMETERS ON THE SINGLE_BUILDINGE MODEL. THE FIRST COLUMN SHOWS THE DETECTED SEGMENTS,
ORTHOPHOTO AND THE INPUT SURFACE MESH WITHOUT TEXTURE (TOP-DOWN). THE OTHER FOUR COLUMNS SHOW THE RESULTS WITH

STRONGER ANGLE AND DISTANCE REGULARIZATION FROM LEFT TO RIGHT. THESE FOUR COLUMNS LIST THE REGULARIZED SEGMENTS,
SHAPE LABELING (COLOR CODED) AND LOD2 MODEL (TOP-DOWN)

Fig. 9. Collinear operation on local graph segment regularization. (a) is
one of the building meshes on CityB dataset. (e) displays all detected line
segments. (b) and (f) are regularized segments with and without collinear
operation. (c) and (g) are extended segments. The short segments meet each
other after being collinear and extended and then they can slice the plane
into proper cells, obtaining a better label assignment in (d) than (h), in which
short segments miss each other.

problem [21], [22], [36]. Only a handful of methods [16],
[18], [24], [37], [38] focus on the LOD designed for the urban
scene. In Tab. III, we compare our modeling results with
four open-source methods including the mesh simplification
methods QEM [22], VSA [21] and SAMD [36], and the
candidate selection algorithm PolyFit [37]. In addition, our
previous work [18] is also compared. The datasets we used
here include Single_buildingA-D, declared in Tab. I.

Reconstruction Error: Generally, reconstruction algo-
rithms [16], [18], [37] are expected to be as close to the
original data as possible. However, for urban LOD generation,
the result is supposed to adhere to the CityGML standard,
which is not exactly the same as the input. Thus we draw
the ground truth LOD2 model defined by CityGML manually
as shown in Tab. III. Here, the Hausdorff distance describing
the similarity between two sets is used to measure the ground
truth to the reconstructed model. The mean and root mean
square (RMS) are computed to measure the accuracy of the
methods, and the lower the values, the better. Although the
geometric error-driven methods VSA, QEM and SAMD can
generate models close to the input, their results are quite far
from the ground truth LOD2 model. In contrast, our method
and [18] are much more accurate. Polyfit [37] suffer from
incomplete structure detection, and one small missing part may
leave the whole structure open such as the Single_buildingD
in Tab. III. Instead, our method and [18] are more robust to
defects due to our multisource line segment detection.

One major improvement to our previous work [18] is the
disposal of the Manhattan assumption with the help of the
new normal map segments and the local graph regulariza-
tion. For buildings not satisfying the Manhattan assumption,
the accuracy of the reconstruction results in [18] is greatly
reduced, such as the Single_buildingB, C in Tab. III. Thus,
with less strict assumptions, we can model various buildings
with comparable accuracy to [18].

Model Complexity: One goal of urban modeling is to reduce
the complexity of large city-scale data. Here we measure the
complexity of a model by its faces number. Many recent meth-
ods [14], [16], [37], [38] adopt the slice and select strategy,
slicing the bounding volume into polytopes with planes and
choosing proper results from the generated candidates. The
proposed method can be viewed as a similar 2D version of
the strategy. It can greatly reduce the complexity of the model
while still keeping the error low as shown in Tab. III.

Model Regularity: As illustrated in Tab. III, methods [18],
[37] designed for the urban scene show more coplanarity, par-
allel and orthogonality regularity than the general mesh deci-
mation algorithms [21], [22], [36]. [37] enhances the regularity
through the 3D plane orientation and position regularization.
However, our graph-based line segment regularization operates
on lower dimensions and does not assume the Manhattan scene
as [18] did. Due to the nature of local optimization, [21],
[22] are more sensitive to noise and outliers. As shown in
Tab. III, they fail to demonstrate the global regularity of the
urban environment. [36] preserves the coarse-scale structures
of objects and the regularity of results can be enhanced by
regularizing the detected proxies.

By projecting the 3D modeling task as a 2D labeling
problem and consolidating various complementary information
into one framework, we can infer more complete structures
than [37] and thus have better accuracy. QEM, VSA and
SAMD cannot generate urban LODs as we do. Tab. III shows
our LOD2 model has the lowest reconstruction error with
moderate complexity and significant improvement compared
to previous work [18].

D. Large-Scale Modeling Results

In addition to the evaluation of single buildings, we also val-
idate the effectiveness of our pipeline on large-scale datasets,
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TABLE III

MODELING QUALITY COMPARISON FROM SINGLE_BUILDINGA-D (TOP-DOWN). THE IMAGES ON ODD AND EVEN ROWS OF THE SECOND COLUMN
ARE THE BUILDING MESH AND MANUALLY EDITED GROUND TRUTH LOD2 MODEL RESPECTIVELY. FOR DIFFERENT RECONSTRUCTION

METHODS, THE ODD ROWS SHOW THE GENERATED MODEL AND THE EVEN ROWS SHOW THE MODELING ERROR TO THE GROUND TRUTH

LOD2 MODEL. HERE, THE HAUSDORFF DISTANCE IS USED TO MEASURE THE GROUND TRUTH TO THE RECONSTRUCTED MESH,
COLORED LINEARLY FROM BLUE TO RED WITHIN THE RANGE OF 0 TO 1 METER. THE ACCURACY AND COMPLEXITY

STATISTICS OF THE RECONSTRUCTED MODEL ARE ALSO DISPLAYED IN TABLE

including segmentation comparison, reconstruction result com-
parison and scalability. Here, we use CityA and CityB datasets
declared in Tab. I.

Segmentation comparison. For urban LODs reconstruc-
tion, we first need to isolate individual objects with scene
segmentation. Here, we compare the active learning-based
semantic segmentation method we used in the paper with the
method used in our previous work [18] on two large-scale
datasets. For the former method, the pretrained network need
to be fine-tuned iteratively on each scene individually. In each
iteration, four or five training images are enough to fine-tune
the network according to our experiments and the process can
converge after approximately four iterations. Note that in this
method, training images are smartly iteratively picked from

aerial images and all images are used to enhance the 3D
segmentation effect. After obtaining the stable semantic mesh,
we orthogonally sample it into an RGB image and manually
draw segmentation ground truth on orthophotos. We calculate
segmentation accuracy by comparing the pixel labels between
the segmentation results of the two methods with the ground
truth and the accuracy is displayed in Tab. IV. In addition,
the qualitative comparison results are shown in Fig. 10. [18]
focus on building isolation on 2D images while we consider
the geometric constraints of the 3D mesh, resulting in a
more consistent and accurate segmentation result, which is
conducive to the following works.

Reconstruction Results Comparison: There are various
buildings in real urban scenes and we compare our
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Fig. 10. Scene segmentation comparison with [18] on CityA (top) and CityB (down) dataset. In both (a) and (b), the top left image is the orthophoto of the
whole scene, the top row and second column is our result by orthogonally sampling the semantic mesh into 2D images, the bottom left is the ground truth
we labeled by hand, and the bottom row and second column is the final segmentation result of [18] with merging the grass and tree into vegetarian. The last
three columns are two close-ups of our method, [18] and ground truth respectively. The buildings, ground and vegetarian are colored with blue, brown and
green.

Fig. 11. LOD2 model comparison with [18] on two regions of CityB. (a) to (c) respectively shows one local region, LOD2 model generated by [18] and that
of ours. Notice the circular boundary is approximated with much cleaner segments in the red rectangle region with the help of new local graph regularization.
(d) to (f) respectively shows another local region, LOD2 model generated by [18] and that of ours. The model of the lower subsidiary building in the red
rectangle is reconstructed with many unexpected zig-zag boundaries due to the conflict of the Manhattan directions to the major building in (e).

TABLE IV

THE ACCURACY OF THE SEGMENTATION RESULTS OF OUR METHOD AND

THE METHOD IN [18] ON CITYA AND CITYB DATASET

LOD2 models with [18] on two regions of CityB. The first
row of Fig. 11 is a large building with a circular facade.
The proposed method can model it with a chain of smooth
segments instead of jaggy fixed angle segments by [18].

The second row of Fig. 11 is a group of buildings with more
than two orthogonal directions, which shows that our local
graph regularization does not assume any global prior and can
model minor structures properly.

Scalability: In our pipeline, the LODs modeling problem
is converted into an image processing and labeling problem.
Since the proposed modeling algorithm operates mostly on
regular 2D data, it scales well with data. In the segmentation
stage, we follow the active learning scheme used in [35] in
which only a small quantity of training data needs to be
annotated. We compute the average segmentation time in one
iteration and record it with modeling time in Tab. I. The
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Fig. 12. LOD modeling on (a) CityA and (b) CityB dataset. The upper images in (a) and (b) show the reconstructed LOD2 model of the whole area and
the textured 3D mesh. The lower rows are close-ups of the area in rectangles. For each column, from left to right are the LOD0 to LOD2 and 3D mesh with
and without texture respectively.

segmentation time we computed in one iteration includes the
time of 2D network segmentation and 3D MRF fusion, which
is 225s and 600s on CityA and 83s and 1350s on CityB. The
time of 2D network segmentation is fast and the time is mainly
consumed on the 3D MRF fusion, which requires global
optimizations. In addition, as seen in Tab. I, the modeling time
is approximately linear to the number of facets in scenes, and
the method is scalable under a proper sampling step size. VSA
is an iterative method and QEM and SAMD are sequential,
and none can process large-scale data well. The speed of
PolyFit [37] relies heavily on the computational power of the
linear programming solver. When the building is complicated
with many intersections, the running time is hard to estimate.

Tab. I shows that our pipeline scales well with data and can
handle input meshes with up to tens of millions of triangles of
the CityB dataset. Fig. 12 depicts the results of the generated
LODs of CityA and CityB datasets. The images on the top
of Fig. 12(a) and (b) are the overview of the LOD2 model of
the scenes and the textured 3D meshes. The underneath rows

show the close-ups of the area in rectangles including typical
urban buildings: large office buildings, storage tanks and lower
houses with ridges. Although there are obvious defects in the
input building mesh model, we can still recover the sharp
structures of rooftops and small protrusions on facades with
parallelism, coplanarity and orthogonality.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a complete multistep framework
for large-scale urban modeling that can generate LOD0-
LOD2 vectorized building models from photogrammetry
meshes accurately and efficiently. In our pipeline, we first
segment the scene by combining the CNN prediction and the
geometric constraints of the 3D mesh. Then, the roof contours
are extracted by detecting segments from different data sources
as complements. Finally, by assigning each polygon cell a roof
plane, we can generate LOD models with strong regularity and
low complexity conforming to the CityGML standard.
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The proposed method does not need any global assumption
and deals with building modeling mainly in 2D space, making
it able to reconstruct large scenes with different characteristics
and complexity. We evaluate the performance of our method
and compare it with other state-of-the-arts on both single
buildings and large urban scenes and demonstrate its effec-
tiveness and scalability. In future work, we want to extend the
modeling to other types of buildings (e.g., roads and bridges)
and higher level of details (e.g., LOD3).
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